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TO SERVE THE 
srUDENTS OF XAVIER 
VOL. XXU 
Thirty File 
Application 
For Tavern 
Upperclassmen Vie For 
Three· Positions; Fae· 
ulty and Mermaid Tav· 
ern Members to Choose 
Men. 
Approximately thirty upper-
classmen have filed application 
for the three position open in the 
Mermaid Tavern. The names of 
those who have applied have 
been placed before the faculty 
and Tavern members. Announce-
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Spenks On Rules 
REV. DENNIS F.' BURNS, S. J. 
Xavier Council L~rgest Frosh Class 
Selects Two· In Xavier History 
New Officers R . F eg1sters or 1936 
Barman And McEvoy -C---------.- ! 
Win Posts; Athletic and 0 ID ID U 111 0 11 Figures Top Enrollment 
Social Programs Are To Be Observed Two Years Ago When 
Discusset~ in Meeting. F . } New High Was Reached First r1c ay 
Donald Barman and Charles 
McEvo.v were elected to offices 
in the Xavier Student Council at 
a meeting of that group held 
Monday in the Council Chamber 
in the Biology Building. 
-- FIFTY PERCENT 
INCREASE SEEN 
ment of those chosen will be giv-1.---------------, 
Barman, a senior, was elected 
vice-president, and McEvoy, a 
junior, was chosen as secretary-
treasurer. 
President to Say Mass In 
Bellarmine Chape] To· 
morrow Morning; Con· 
fessions Today. 
Four New Men Are On 
}<'acuity-Father Phee 
Transferred to Loyola, 
Chicago. en soon. The fourth position open .in the 
Tavern is to be filled by a fresh-
man who will be chosen in Janu-
ary. Vacancies in the Tavern 
roster exist due to the graduation 
of Joseph Gruenwald, who was 
host last year, James Shaw, Frank 
Schaefer and Charles Blase. 
Those chosen to fill the vacan-
cies will pass through the initia-
tion ritual immediately after ac-
ceptance. The initiation cere-
mony was inaugurated last year. 
Previously accepted applicants 
were admitted without ordeal. 
No meetings have as yet been 
held this year for members wish-
ed to have the new quarters in 
good condition before moving in. 
Membership in the Mermaid 
Tavern is limited to thirteen. 
Four senior&, three juniors, two 
sophomores, one freshman mem-
ber, two members at large chos-
en from the upperclassmen, and 
one faculty member make up the 
total. Present members are: 
seniors, William Haughey, Leon-
ard Gartner, Joe Kruse, and 
Raymond Kemble, host for the 
current year; juniors, Vincent 
Smith, John O'Connor, and Rob-
ert Cummins; sophomore, Robert 
Fox; faculty member, the Rev. 
Paul° Sweeney, S. J. The fresh-
man member will be chosen in 
January. 
The Tavern is a comparatively 
young organization. It was or-
ganized by Fath(er Sweeney in 
1927. Its purpose is to encourage 
(Continued on Page 3) 
James Yates, elected to succeed 
William Kenney, a senior repri:i-
sentalive who failed to return to 
school, was introduced at the 
meeting. 
The Freshman Rules were giv-
en official approbation. ll was 
Urges Student Re· also agreed that the intramurals 
should be in charge of a day and 
spori.se to negulatious resident student appointed by the 
'----------------' Council and a director appointed 
F a,ther Burns 
Urges Cadets 
To Obey Rules 
""A mass and general commun-
ion for the day students of Xavier 
University will be held tomor, 
rnw morning in. Bellarmine Chap-
el according lo announcement 
made today by Rev. C. J. Steiner, 
S. J., spiritual adviser. 
The students in Elet Hall will 
attend Mass and receive Com-
munion in the dormitory chapel 
at 7:30. Mass for the day stu-
dents will begin at 8 o'clock to 
be follo\ved by a sermon by Pres-
ident_.E>ennis F. Burns, S. J. Both 
services have been made com-
pulsory, Father Steiner said. 
Rev. Dennis F. Burns,· S. J., 
President of Xavier University, 
in a statement this morning to 
The Xaverian News, stressed the 
value of the R. 0. T. C. Corps 
Regulations and urged "each 
Xavier cadet to exert every ef-
fort in his power to adapt him-
self to these rules as rapidly as 
individual abilities will permit." 
"Such an attitude on the part 
of each cadet will help Xavier to 
achieve the heights to which we 
all aspire," Father Burns stated 
in the communication. 
COMMANDER IN CHIEF 
As President of the University, 
Father Burns is de facto com-
mander-in-chief of the Xavier 
unit in field artillery. It was the 
first public announcement he has 
made in his new office. 
"We live entirely by rule," he 
stated. "Some rules are God-
made, some are man-made, but 
the fact remains that we succeed 
by observing rules, or we do not 
succeed thl'ough a failure to ob-
serve them." 
"All rules can be classified in-
to two general categories, natural 
by the head of the athletic de-
partment, Clem Crowe. 
New Youth Unit 
Is Uuder Way The practice of holding first ~'riday Communions was begun last Spring. The student body is 
lu C• • • being split into fwo groups this InCillna ll1year because the large enrollment 
would not allow all the stud en ts 
Marian Brigade W i 11 
Seek to Combat Reels. 
The Marian Brigade, a national 
crusade of prayer among Cath-
to attend a Mass in Bellarmine 
Chapel. 
A spiritual exercise to be held 
for the entfre student body will 
be the Mass of the Holy Ghost 
next Thursday morning. Presi-
dent Burns who will say the 
Mass will also deliver the ser-
olic students and socialists against mon. 
the growing menace of Commun- The students will be a!Iorded 
ism in the United States, was of- the opportunity to go to Confes-
ficially launched during the past sion this afternoon in Bellarmine 
summer under the patronage of Chapel. 
Archbishop John T. McNicholas, Breakfast will be served to-
o. P. Rev. Hyacinth Blocker, 0. morrow morning in Elet Cafe-
F. M., editor of The Socialist, a teria. 
publication for Catholic youth, is 
director of the new organization. 
--------------. or God-made; arbitrary or man-
National in scope, the Marion 
Brigade is open to students and 
sodalists throughout the country. 
Duties incumbent upon members 
of the new crusade of prayer, 
which has been placed under the 
protection of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary, are the daily recitation of 
the Memorare, the weekly reci-
tation of the rosary, and lhe re-1 
ception of Holy Communion on 
Alun111i Atteud 
Leonard Rites 
Needy Student 
To Get BoQk 
made. Natural rules are enforc-
ed by natural effects. Most hands 
are kept off the hot stove by the 
accepted natural effect of burn-
ing. Few people consciously ig-
nore the simple natural rules. 
Was Prominent Alum· 
nus of Xavier Univ. 1-------------- But in the arbitrary rules we (Continued on Page 8) George B. Maggini, Jr., Ray-Julius Lohr, barber practition-
er, whose establishment is locat-
ed on Montgomery Road just 
around the corner from Herald 
,A.venue, recently turned over to 
the bursar of the university the 
contents of a little bank which 
he uses as a safety deposit for 
the funds collected from Xavier 
students who patronize his shop. 
This money is to be used by 
the bursar in the purchase of 
books for needy students. 
Five cents of the hair cut fee 
_that Julius collects from every 
Xavier student is placed in the 
little bank. When the bank be-
comes filled with the .Xavier 
nickels, Julius requests the stu-
dent who keeps the key to turn 
over the funds to the bursar. 
Julius is an honor graduate of 
a certified barber college, is a 
Union barber, and has the repu-
tation of giving the best of ser-
vice. He is known in Evanston 
for the quality of his work and 
the neatness and attractiveness of 
his shop. 
Julius is an enthusiastic fol-
lower· of Xavier activities. 
(Continued on Page 2) 
mond A. Huwe, Michael A. Hel-
. p J s s J J lenthal and James W. Farrel were Rev" . • · weeney, ~ . . , s honorary pall-bearers from the 
Alumni Associ!)tion appointed 
Moderator Of Pliilo1"Jedian ~~~.th~r~%1iC::~tof a1r:!i~J;, L~~~ 
-------------- was buried yesterday from St. 
Succeeds Rev. Robert E. 
Manning Who Resign· 
ed Because of Illness. 
Rev. P. J. Sweeney, S. J., as-
sistant professor of English at 
Xavier University, is the new 
moderator of the Philopedian De-
bate Society succeeding Rev. 
Robert E. Manning, S. J. He will 
be introduced Monday afternoon 
when the Society re-organizes 
for the current scholastic year. 
Father Manning retired from 
his post as moderator because of 
ill health and will now devote 
his time only to his work as pro-
fessor of Greek. 
Father Sweeney returns as 
moderator of"the Philopedian af-
ter a lapse of several years. An 
alumnus of Xavier, he is also a 
former member of the Society 
and in additioh to his work in 
the English department is mod-
erator of the Mermaid Tave1'n 
and director of the Xavier li-
brary. 
He will be presented at Mon-
day's meeting by Vincent E. 
Smith, president of the Philope-
dian. Other officers for the com-
ing year are Leonard C. Gartner, 
vice-president; Albert A. Steph-
en, secretary; and Edward J. 
Kennedy, treasurer. 
The Society is beginning its 
ninety seventh year of consecu-
tive activity. 
All old members and students 
desirous of joining the organiza-
tion have been invited to attend 
Monday's meeting. 
Xavier Church. President Den-
nis F. Burns, S. J., also was in 
attendance at the solemn Requiem 
High Mass. 
Leonard, president of the 
wholesale produce firm of James 
L. Leonard & Son Company and 
widely known among commission 
merchants, died Monday at his 
home after a heart attack. He 
was 36 years old. 
Leonard was graduated from 
Xavier University in 1923. He 
was business manager of the 
football squad for four years and 
since graduation has shown an 
active interest in athletics and in 
the Alumni Association. 
He was a member of many 
fraternal and business organiza-
tions. He was a past president 
of the Cincinnati Fruit and Pro-
duce Creel~ Association. 
The largest freshman class in 
the history of Xavier University 
enrolled this year on the Avon-
dale campus, according to official 
registration figures releas~d ye!.'-
terday. 
A fi(ty per cent increase in the 
freshman enrollment was dis-
closed after a close check-up 
with the completion of the late 
registration period last week. 
The figure exceeded the e11roll-
ment in 1934 when an unprece-
dented number of students turn-
ed out for the co-operative com-
merce course \Yhich was put into 
operation for one year and then 
dropped because of the huge ex-
pense entailed in its maintenance. 
CAUSE IS ROTC 
The size oC the freshman class 
is attributed to the addition of 
the Reserve Officers Training 
Corps unit which began opera-
tion with the opening of the fall 
semester. Scholarships to Xavier 
were awarded lo the scholastic 
leaders in all of the high schools 
in the local area, and an exten-
sive campaign was carried out 
under the direction of Edward P. 
VonderHaar, Promotion Chair-
n1an. 
The high enrollment has crowd-
ed the conditions in the residence 
hall which houses upwards of 
ninety students. The freshman 
class which enrolled this year 
will graduate in 1940 when the 
Society of Jesus will be celebrat-
ing the four hundredth anniver-
sary of its foundation and Xavier 
will be holding the hundredth 
anniversary of its administration 
by the Jesuits. 
The Class of '40 will also be 
the ·first group eligible to receive 
commissions from the Reserve 
Officers Training Corps. These 
po in ts were brought out in a let-
ter by President Dennis F. Burns, 
S. J., mailed last summer on the 
feast of St. Ignatius in which 
Father Burns appealed to the 
alumni and friends of Xavier to 
join in the campaign to increase 
enrollment. 
HOURLY CHANGES 
A new schedule-was introduced 
this semester whereby the fifty 
lninulc classes begin on ·the half-
hour with a ten minute intermis-
sion between each period. This 
arrangement is expected to facil-
itate the change in classrooms 
which heretofore has caused 
much· inconvenience. 
Four new faces appear on the 
Xavier University faculty in ad-
dition lo the three officers in 
charge of the ROTC unit. 
Rev. Edward J, Calhoun, S. J., 
is the new head of the biology 
department succeeding Rev. Mar-
tin J. Phee, S. J., who was trans-
ferred to Loyola University, Chi-
cago, where he will become Di-
( Continued on Page 5) 
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EDITORS FORM UNITED FRONT 
Editors Resoh•e to Stress items or editorials. Now he reads which "would leave America to the literary style of the news I ultra-pacifism of the Communist 
Catholic Doctrine and 
to Oppose Immorality 
In Youth. 
XAVIER NAMED 
HEADQUARTERS 
the best dailies with an eye crit- open to destruciton." 
ical of style. And he learns After the. talk by Mr. Otto in 
quickly because during the last which the editors were urged to 
five to seven years, he has been distribute the fruits of their ed·. 
cultivating the habits of his pro- ucation Rev. Frederic Sieden-fossi~n. And io:irnalism is a f_as- burg, s'. J., executive dean of tne 
cmatmg profession, as absorbing University of Detroit, prominent 
as any could follow. The college Catholic Sociologist, and former 
journalist yields to the spell, executive of the Federal Emer-
throws his soul into his extra- gency Relief board under the 
curricular i?b, and .becomes a NRA, addressed the delegates on 
regular add1c.t. That ls why. we "The Jesuit Collegiate Press and 
Twelve Schools Conte to have so many excellent pubhca- Communism." 
tions o.f which our own Xaverian Father Siedenburg urged the Cincinnati to 
.JCNA Syndcatc. 
F 0 r 111 News. lS by no ~;ans the farth- delegates to take a sane stand 
est f1 om the top. against Socialism and Commun-
Resolutions to stress positive 
Catholic doctrines as opposed to 
Communism and other pinkinsh 
"isms" of the day; lo adopt a vig-
orous stand for world peace; to 
oppose modern materialistic edu-
cation among youth; and to un· 
dertake an active campaign 
against neo-paganism in litera-
ture, art, music, and the drama 
were adopted by the Jesuit col-
lege editors at their first annual 
convention in Cincinnati August 
20, 21, and 22. 
'J.1welve schools were represent-
ed at the convention including 
John Carroll, Detroit, St. Louis, 
Loyola, Chicago; Loyola, New 
Orleans; Rockhurst; St. Joseph's 
Spring Hill, and Xavier. 
The program of the convention 
covered every aspect of collegiate 
journalism and culminated in the 
adoption of a platform of Cath-
olic Action. 
XAVIER SELECTED 
Xavier University was chosen 
headquarters for the coming 
year. Vincent E. Smith, editor of 
The Xaverian News, was elected 
President of the group. Other 
officers elected were James A. 
Kearns, Jr., of St. Louis Univer-
sity, vice-president; Robert A. 
Pascal, of Loyola of the South, 
secretary; and I\atrick ;J. Mul-
lane, of Rockhurst, treasurer. 
The group decided to call it-
self the Jesuit Coll!'?ge N ewspa-
per Association. 
Headlining the first day's pro-
gram were Rev. Dennis F. Burns, 
•S. J., president of Xavier, Dr. 
Thomas P, Hart, editor of The 
·catholic Telegraph, Clark B. 
Fo!lowing Dr. Hart's talk, an ism. 
?pen-fa.rum was cond:icted dur- "At the present time there is a 
mg which t~e mec~anical phas.es mania to besmirch men and is· 
of college .iournallsm were dis- sues with a Communist label 
cussed. without the shadow of a reason. 
"EDITORIAi, TECHNIQUE" President Roosevelt is called a 
Speaking on "Editorial Tech- Communist, whereas, he is trying 
nique," Mr. Firestone urged the to save Capitalism. Pope Pius 
delegates to map out a definite XI and Leo XIII were called So· 
program nnd adhere faithfully to cialists because they advocated 
its pr!.nciple. "The cardinal vir- social justice for the masses. 
lucs of an editorial," l\fr. Fire- DIFFERENCES 
stone said, "are lucidity, informa~ 
"In practice Socialism and 
tion, force, and brevity. The Communism have much in com· 
comment must be understandable ·man because they desire the 
and must convince your readers." same end. Technically, the So-
Fathcr Hyacinth advocated at- cialist desires the co-operative 
tractive make-up using pictures state by evolution, whereas, the 
and cartoons to good advantage. Communist clamors for direct ac-
"Clothes might not make the tion and revolution. In practice, 
man," he stated, "but they do both are impatient in their utop· 
make the salesman. The latter ia and both want direct action. 
i:iust always present an., attrac- "On many points, the Chris· 
live front to his prospect. tian and Communist might agree. 
Keynoter Kearns said in his But the Christian must insist on 
address at the banquet held in the right of private property be· 
the Gibson Hotel: cause it is an inalienable human 
"As students of Jesuit colleges, right. The Christian must op-
we have similar ideals, a definite pose the confiscation of property 
philosophic viewpoint on life. without process of law. The 
Then why have we not been con- Christian must be loyal to his 
sistent in presenting this view- own country which means that 
point? Primarily because we he must be loyal to his fellow 
lack cohesion and unity. Scatter- citizens. 
ed over the entire country at the "Back of Socialism and Com-
closest a hundred miles from one munism is a philosophy that de· 
another, each of us has come to nies God and deifies crude mat-
consider himself as the sole de- ter, and here the Christian must 
fender of the Faith, attempting part company. The Communist 
to carry the standards into the says that there is no God and 
field of battle alone, forgetful of man is only an evolved animal; 
those who are soldiers in the hence Communism denies relig· 
same cause." Mr. Kearns stress- ion, the soul, free will, and all 
ed the value of unified activity the fundamental philosophy o~ 
and exhorted the delegates to co- the Christian religion. 
operate in the new movement. "In detail, Communism says 
WAR UNJUSTIFIBD that marriage is a private affair, 
Firestone, associate editor of The Rev. Cecil Chamberlain ,S. J., 
Times-Star, Robert L. Otto, staff prnfessor of history at John Car-
and as a ,matter of fact promotes 
free love. Communism says the 
child does not belong to the par-
ent but to the state; it advocates 
the class struggle and is in es-
sence a gospel of hate. These 
anti-social doctrines which ·are 
the heart of Communism and are 
at' war with Christianity must be 
assailed •by the college paper; if 
Communism prevails future gen-
erations will be the -victims o.f its 
crass materialism, its regimenta-
tion, its denials of all idealism, 
and its dragging down all to the 
level of the lowest. 
NEW DEAL IS BULWARK 
_ "At present, thanks to the New 
Deal, there·is no immediate dang-
er of Communism, but it will 
come when we neglect, exploit, 
and oppress the poor and com-
mon labor. In 1932, there was 
rea,l danger because when men 
are penniless and their dear ones 
suffer and starve, they will find 
relief wherever it is offered. '.l'he 
masses of America were patient, 
but they have learned new les· 
sons in economics .which they will 
not forget. We will not be free 
from the menace of Communism 
anii revolution unless we enlarge 
and make permanent the New 
Deal for greater opportunities for 
the masses and guarantee eco· 
nomic security to the under-
privileged, the weak, the aged, 
and the unemployed. 
"Our neglect of social justice 
in the past has been the stock ar-
gument of the Communist, and 
hence, the defeat of ruthless 
Communism can only come with 
the defeat of its prime cause, 
ruthless Capitalism!' 
Also on the speaking program 
for the third day was Patrick J. 
Mullane, editor of The Sentinel, 
Rockhurst College, who spoke on 
"Neopaganism" and urged the 
editors to form a counter-attack 
against it. 
The final day of the convention 
was devoted to the routine work 
of establishing a syndicate ser-
vice and mutually assisting the 
Jesuit college publications. Plans 
for a Rotogravure · Section are 
now being worked out under the 
direction of F. F. Busby, repre-
sentative of Sp~ing Hill College. 
writer on Th~ Cincinlnati Post, roll University spoke on ''Nation-
and Rev. Hyacinth Blocker, 0. F. alism" at the morning session of 
M., editor of The Sodalist and as- the second day. 
sociate editor of the St. Anthony "Our domestic peace has been Text of President's 
Father Burns 
Urges Cadets 
1,o Obey Rules ,-
(Continued from Page 1) 
find individuals frequently at 
'variance with the prescriptions· 
accepted by society as a whole. 
Individuals who ignore traffic 
rules suffer arrest, injury, or 
death to themselves .or others. 
Disregard or failure to obey 
brings prompt sanctions on the 
individual. 
CHANGES MAY COME 
"There is one characteristic of 
all rules which should be •borne 
constantly in mind: The one or 
ones who make the rIJle can 
change it as circumstances may 
direct. Prohibition and Repeal 
are classic examples of change in 
the federal rules when the 
changes mentioned appeared to 
be necessary. The average citi-
zen, even States, had to comply 
with the rule in ·effect at any par-
ticular time." 
"The military department has 
issued to each cadet a copy of 
Corps Regulations. The purpo&e 
is to acquaint the student with 
the rules in order that the indi-
vidual may have an opportunity 
to adapt himself to them. These 
rules are not the product of any 
one individual's brain but repre-
sent an adaptation from the rules 
of a school which has maintained 
an efficient arid successful mili-
tary department for over 37 
years. Extreme care was exer-
cised in adapting these rules to 
conditions_existing at Xavier. It 
is· possible that some rule may, 
not fit here, or that some rule 
overlooked may become neces-
sary. All such changes will be 
cared for when the . change ap-
pears to be desirable." 
LAW STUDENT 
James E. Shaw, former col-
umnist on The Xaverian Ne'#s 
staff is now enrolled in the Har· 
vard Law School. 
Message 
Messenger. disturbed by the transfusion of L-----------------------------------"'."""--------Addressing the delegates after European radicalism into Amer· 
a mass which he celebrated in ican life. A large percentage of 
Bellarmine Chapel, Father Burns our people have been embittered 
stressed the benefits of united ac- by the depression and are recep-
tion and singled out the Masons tive to radical doctrines more 
as the most powerful consolida- than ever before. Unless an ac-
tion of radicals in the world. tive sector of our populace takes 
Father Burns laLtded the dele- the lead in convincing the down-
gates for their presence and ex- trodden that there is another al-
pressed the belief that unusual ternative from going to war. civ-
benefits would be derived by ilization is destined for collapse. 
solidifying their editori.al aims. "Considering wai· as it is waged 
ALUMNUS SPEAKS today, on a gigantic scale and by 
Dr. Hart, an alumnus of Xa- modern methods, and at the same 
vier University, spoke of "The ;i~~ ~:a:~~lulinm1:~~~ ~~~e~~~f~~ 
Purpose of a Newspaper in a justice, there is no justifillible war 
Jesuit College." p~~~~einb~i~e~~i~p~~~1::e aisJ,le~si r:::;b~~~ct~:i~y, i~ec~~s~~~a:~ n~~ 
take it, to co-operate with the ad- ·proportioned to the end in view, 
ministrative board and the fac- the restoration of peace and a 
better social order. War is actu-
ulty in the attainment of the par- ated by jealousy which in turn 
amount purpose of the college it- leads to unjust aggression and 
self, namely, the higher education open hostility. 
of its students in order to pre- "War is incompatible with pro-
pare them to acquit themselves 
:with credit to their alma mater gress. The World War retarded 
the progress of the world a half-
and to themselves in their• post- century if it did not deal out civ-
college careers. ilization a mortal blow. The de-
"To realize this pul'pose, the 
college newspaper should be con- pression is. the outgrowth of the 
ducted on the quadruple lines of War. European troubles, Euro-
'h pean hatreds were fathered py 
a ouse organ, a publicity sheet, this conflict which took as many 
~o~~~~e~~~ a s~:=~tic~0J~1~nf~; lives as the Bubonic plague." 
the development of authorship. CATHOLIC ATTITUDE 
"Formerly the college editor's Father Chamberlain, however, 
reading of the secular press was urged the delegates to take the 
done with little or no attention Catholic . view.point against the 
The Text ol Father Bums' ural or God-made; Arbitrary or "The Military Department has 
statement on the R. o. T. c.: _ man-made. Natural rules are en- issued to each cadet a copy of 
forced by natural effects. Most Corps Regulations. The purpose 
"We live entirely by rule. Some &~nds are kept off the hot stove is to acquaint the student with 
rules are God-made, some are by the accepted natural effect of the rules in order that the indi-
man-made, but the fact remains burning. Few people consciously viduaJ may have an opportunity 
that we succeed by observing the ignore the simple natural rules. to adapt himself to them. These 
rules, or we do not succeed But in the arbitrary rules we find rules are not the product of any 
through a failure to observe individuals frequently at vari- one individual's brain, but rep-· 
them. It is a rule to eat, sleep, ance with the prescriptions ac· resent an adaptation from the 
and perform some exercise. Fail- cepted by society as a whole. In- rules of a school which has main-
ure to observe any one of these dividuals who ignore traffic rules tained an efficient and successful 
rules results in prompt punish- suffer arrest, injury, or death to Military Department for over 37_ 
ment to the individual, just as themselves or others. Disregard, ·years. Extreme care was exer-
certainly as Death itself. It is a or failure to obey, brings to bear cised in adapting these rule to 
rule that we eat certain foods prompt sanctions on the individ- conditions existing at Xavier. It 
with a fork, others with a spoon, ual. is possible that some rule may 
and some with our fingers. Fail- "There is one characteristic of not fit here, or that some rule 
ure to observe these rules results all rules which should be borne overlooked may became neces-
in social ostracism. Cutting meat constantly in ·mind: The one, or sary. All such cases will be 
with a fork, eating with a knife ones, who make the rule can cared for when the change ap-
are not only possible but a more change jt as circumstances may. pears to be desirable. 
comfortable way of eating for direct. Prohibition and repeal "The University and the Mili-
some people. The rules still are classic examples of change in tary Department have fulfilled 
stand, and mere man either com- the Federal rules when the their part of the contract in is-
plies or is punished according to changes mentioned ·appeared to suing a copy of the rules. The 
the seriousness of his offense. It be necessary. The average citi- rapidity with which the student 
is the law of life, and regardless zen, even States, had to comply adapts himself to these rules will 
of our personal feelings about a with the rule in effect at any be a large factor in contributing 
certain rule, we must learn to particular time. , towards his success or failure. I 
comply. Penitentiaries, insane .•·"The intelligent person rapidly expect each Xavier cadet to ex-
asylums, hospitals, and even learns the rules of his position in ert every effort in his power to· 
cem.eterics offer concrete evidence life, and then endeavors to adapt adapt himself to these rules as 
for the .case of ·those who, often himself to· those l·ules. A parallel rapidly as . individual abilities 
through no immediate .fault of might be drawn to a game. The will permit. Such an attitude 
their own, have not followed the player learns the rule as rapidly on the part of each cadet will 
rules. as possible, and then trys to ac~ h~lp .Xavier , to achieve the 
"All rules can be classified into quire skill in the application of heights to which we shall all as-· 
two general categories, viz: Nat- those rules. pire." 
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Oh Say 
Can You See??? 
BY RUSTICUS 
a recitation at a grammar school 
commencement. But this movie, 
unlike that of Anthony Adverse, 
is worth seeing. Underneath the 
whole one sees the artist at work. 
There is no danger of your think-
ing that Shakespeare is respon-
sible for the whole production. 
We mention My Man Godfrey, 
because it reminds us again that THE P. W. A., or W. P. A., or the many amusing speeches and WPA or PW A production of situations coming out of Holly-
Pirrafore was, as the girl-sitting- wood, are the work of the pen. 
near me said, all right. And may- And the buskin-or, is it·sock?-
be a little more. We certainly goes into the white lights and 
weren't so bored by the perform- comes in for most of the artists' 
ance that we had to emulate the money. My Man Godfrey is any-
hibrow critic of the .estemed con- thing but flat. You'll do a p1;1b-
temporary by trying to settle why lie service, maybe, by takmg 
the Italian proletadat motherhood your girl friends. 
bring their infants to public per- This wasn't meant to be all 
formances, especially operas'. not theatre. We had many more 
to mention light operas, espec1.ally plugs, more pertinent. Plugs, 
with the Zoo season so lately de- yes ... Who was the student that 
parted. We merely mention Pina- asked for the book on hardening 
fore to say that it made us re- of the arteries and finally took 
member what the cynic is stip- Vein of Iron? ? ? "There's some-
posed to have said-that French thing about a soldier that is 
cynic, we guess, who m_a~es all grand." Who wrote that song? 
the sharp remarks-that its very We'd like to know ... Worthy 
difficult for a light opera company of ending his days in the poor 
to spoil Gilbert and Sullivan. house: The coach that remarked 
(That thought came to our minds on the over-whelming defeat of 
on the way to, not on the way his boys: They looked good .in 
from, the PWA Pinafore.) 1 • practice! ! ! Condemned to recite 
What the French critic really Nursery Rimes for the next 99 
wanted to say was a more general years: The coach that said he 
principle. Thus: Secondary art- couldn't get his quarter•back to 
ists like producers and actors, stop throwing forward passes ... 
get' out of a play, or the like, One of the theatres is advertis-
pretty much what the pri!Ilary ing a 'sexsational show'. We 
artists, authors and playwrights, thought at first it was at a farth-
put into it. Anthony Adverse, er-up-Vine theatre, but no. 
for instance. We are sorry that Thanx for letting us know what 
the movie magnates fell for his you think of ours and the Pub-
ballyhoo. .And then we are not lic's mentality. 
sorry. They've tried it on us -------
aplenty, and even in this case Tb• t F•l 
they tried it, probably because tr y I e 
they realized about the time the 
picture was made, that they, too, Application 
had been stung by the book. 
They are not the first. More F T 
unfortunate, many innocent flng- or avern 
ers have been burned. Not by a 
healthy vulgarity. Not even by 
psychological passages. Nor yet 
by clinical cases. But by Venus-
ian blinds. And romance that 
plays .second only to rah-rah ver-
sions of college. 
Well, as we said, we feel for 
the production manager as he sat 
with his $50,000 scenario in his 
hands and began to realize he 
had an egg-shell. So he must 
have sent a PDQ for the big-and-
handsomes and the sweet-and-
inocents, for the costumer and 
the rah-rah section of the adver-
tising bureau. Trying to recall 
what he got from it all, we can't 
remember much save a lot of wet 
faces and silly profiling and soggy 
kissing-bees. 
Now Craig's Wife on the screen 
is something. It happens to be 
a faithful of a prize play that de-
served the prize. There's a great 
deal in the play, and the produc-
er and actors modestly let it come 
out. We infer from the remarks 
of a local critic that the hero of 
the piece is somewhat of a ham 
actor. If so, we marvel what a 
good play can do to a ham actor. 
Which proves-goes to prove-
that the French cynic is not al-
ways wrong. 
An example of the producer 
knowing ever so much more than 
the playwright comes to town 
with the second appearance of A 
Midsummer Night's.. Dream-in 
film. An example of how to spoil 
a good old thing by new. bad 
ways. . We should have sa•d. at 
the sfart that there's no fairy 
dancing or . ballet can steal A 
Midsummer Night's Dream away 
from Shakespeare. Well, we 
didn't make the picture.. We 
suspect· that seine one 'in the 
say" though-probably thinks-
that ballets, bathing beauty con-
tests, fashion shows, and bur-
lesque (all in the name of 11-rt-
Art) are what the public can 
swallow and what Shakespeare 
needs. A spectacle? ~es. But 
not A Midsummer Night s Drea!h· 
We've never thought of the .fht-
tiilgs of fairies in terms of Little 
Egypts. And some of th~ ballets 
of. this. movie, 'modern, dif~erent, 
fascinating,' still seem hke . a 
medicine show on the AcrDpolls. 
Personally, we prefer ~he _ste~I 
e11gravings of the old Knight· edi-
tion You'll wonder, too, why som~ of the lines remind you of 
(Continued from Page 1) 
original composition by Univer-
sity students who are interested 
in English literature and who 
have hopes of adding to that lit-
erature. At their meetings mem-
bers offer their own work for 
criticism and give verdict on, and 
criticism of work of fellow mem-
bers. Every Taverner must sub-
mit three articles a year to The 
Athenaeum, student quarterly 
publication. Fiction, essays of 
fact and fancy, poetry, all forms 
of literature are handled ,by Tav-
erners and published by The 
Athenaeum. 
Last year the Tavern began 
the practice of admitting as mem-
bers those who graduated from 
:xiavier before the organization 
was founded, and who h.ave sin~e 
distinguished themselves by the~r 
literary ability. Thus far this 
system has proved successful. 
Schedule of 
Mermaid Tavern 
Sept. 30, Questant Tavern 
Oct. 14, Angels Fate Highday 
Oct. 28, All-Hallowmas Tavern 
Nov. 11, Honoraries Highday 
Nov. 25, Thanksgiving Tavern• 
Dec. 9, Cherub Highday 
Dec. 18, Childermas Tavern"'* 
Dec. 30, Christmas Tavern• 
Jan. 8, Twelfth Night Tavern** 
·Jan. 13, Eyas Highday 
Feb. 3 Candlemas Tavern 
Feb.. 12: Valentine Tavern** 
Feb. 17, Haggards Highday 
Mar. 3 Bloomsbury Jacques 
Mar. 1"7'. Lady Day Tavern 
Mar. 29, Easter Tavern* 
Apr. 7, All-Fools Highday 
Apr. 21, Hosts Highday 
May 5, May Day Tavern 
May 19, Sorels Highday 
June 6, Groundling Highday 
June 7, Scores Highday"' 
*All-Patron 
**Afternoon 
All meetings on Wednesdays, 
save last three All•Patrons, which 
are on Mondays. Afternoon meet-
ings on Fridays. · 
. . ...-~11-11-11_.1_.1 .. ,,_., .. 1.._1, .. 11__,,1_,,_,,_,,_11-•1-11-11-11-r1..,11••i• 
l THE JCNA PROGRAM I 11-.1-.1-·•-11-.1-11_11 ... 1•-··-·•-11-11-11_,,_,, ... ,._ .......... ,, ... ,, .. ,,_11 ___ 1•:• 
(The followin'g resolutions were adopted at tile first annnal 
conference of the Jesuit College Newspaper Association held Aug·ust 
20 21 and 22, at Xavier University). 
' Whereas we the Catholic student editors of Jesuit col-
lege newspapers,' are regarded as leaders in student thought 
and action; and . . 
Whereas, contemporary problems of morals, social phi-
losophy, and religion con~ront the stu?ent world; and 
Whereas we are met m a convent10n to form an organ-
ization to co~bat existent evils in the social order; and 
Whereas, immediate positive action must be taken to 
combat these evils; 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 
1. The Jesuit college newspapers shall ev~r stress posi-
tive Catholic doctrines as opposed to Communism and other 
pinkish "isms" of the day. . 
2. The Jesuit college newspapers shall adopt a vigorous 
stand for world peace. . 
3. The Jesuit college newspapers shall adopt a v1gor~us 
stand against modern materialistic education and immorality 
among youth. 
4. The Jesuit college newspapers shall undertake an 3;C· 
tive campaign against neo-paganism in literature, art. music, 
and the drama. 
5. The Jesuit college newspapers shall endeavo: to co-
operate with National Advertisers. in return .for t~e1r cou~·­
tesies in providing suitable copy m conformity with Jesuit 
ideals Respectfully submitted, 
. THE COMMI'rTEE ON RESOLUTIONS, 
David J. Wills, 
Leo J. Reid, Jr., 
James F. Quinn, Jr. 
Leon Belasco 
Opens Season 
At Netherland 
Leon Belasco and his orchestra, 
recently featured with Phil Bak-
er in his radio programs, will re-
open the beautiful Pavillon C~­
price al the Netherland Plaza, 111 
Cincinnati, Thursday night, Oc-
tober 8th. 
Leon's first commercial appear-
ances as an orchestra leader wet·e 
staged in the movie studios of 
Hollywood before the advent of 
sound pictures. There was a 
musical vogue in which the high-
er priced stars indulged, possibly 
anticipating income lax, called 
inspirational music. '!'here were 
orchestras that would play to put 
the stars into just the right mood. 
Then and there the Leon Belasco 
orchestra was organized and he 
played for Rudolph Valentino, 
Pola Negri, Colleen Moore and 
others. 
The N elherland Plaza will fea-
ture Leon Belasco's dance music 
at dinner nightly in the Restaur-
ant Continentale and al supper 
in the Pavillon Caprice. There 
will also be dancing Saturday al 
luncheons in the Restaurant Con-
tinentale. 
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THE XAVERIAN NEWS life. Its welcome by •the world is the long-felt want of a dehumanized, despir-
itualized society. 
-THE EDITOR. 
Published weekly from September 
to June by the students of Xavier 
University from their offices in Room 
56, of the Biology Building, Phone 
JEfferson 3220. 
It's about time foi· the Ame1'ican people 
XA-VIER 
ACTIVITIES 
FURNISH HELPS 
TO.STUDENTS )lcmhcr: ,JcMnit Colle.:t• ~uwH1,u111•r AKHncintJon, 
:Sutlonul C'olleJ:e l,reNM .A'i1;uclntlon, Ohio Cnllt•i.;-1• 
Xe\\'HIUlJter AHH1wlntlon. 
to cease aU theii' high-flyi11g and try SENIORS, JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES-
La ndon. ~ welcome! Upperclassmen will let 
the f·reshmen know whether or not they 
A Milestone of Progress are welcome wHhin the next week or 
Editor ......................................... ,,'ISCEN'r J~. 8:\11'1'11 DETACHED CRITICS .WHO HAVE two. Until then s.tand by with the ·well thundered so freely about the "rad- knO'Wn baited .breath. S INCE THIS COLUMN will concern it-self exclusively with the student ac-
·tivities at Xavier, it is appropriate that 
we ·begin by outlining some of the bene-
fits to be derived through pa·rticipation 'in 
extra-class work. 
HuHhlCHN llutulJ:'t'r ................................ 1 .. 1~0 C. \'OWi' 
l 1tA1t.uoxn .1. 1n.;:i1n1.1~ ll11Uttl&'lnw 1·:cllto1·H: . :t~~~:iJ~~· ]~\. J~~~~li!itAX icalism" of the ROTC will be astounded to note that it really is reactionary. 
Sews t:dlturM: ........... ED\\'AUJ) ,J, Jil-1~'.SJU)l.' l l .. EO:SAJlU C. UAU'J'Xl'~Jt JtOHER'l' J•', filtOXf<;llA:Si Af.ter all the ultra-pacifism in this vi-cinity, it is encouraging to find that there 
is once more a trend to man the forts 
against •the Red invader -and confirm the 
existing order, weak as it may seem and 
threatened by treasons. 
Copy EdltorH: ........... j ~V1~{~1S:'~Ol~X~!\~,·ny 
/ \'ISUl~S'l' II, lllWIOIAS 
SportH t!dltor ...................... ltOHElt'l' .• !. VU.\1.\11.S:; 
, , f ltlCUAHU \\', .SOltlllS }enturc 1'.dUor!t: ....... \ llOJJl~lt'I' J •• S~tl'l'll 
Al'll'lh~tuuht: ................... HOHl·~lt'I' JI. J~ox l 11Au11Y wmirn.ut•1•s•:11 ,JACI( A. ,JONES 
An Editorial Union 
THE VALUE OF A COLLEGE paper has .been doubted and denied on the 
score that its style and content are regu-
lated entirely by a group upon whom the 
handicap of imma•turity enjoins a certain 
vagueness of ideas. Every time a student 
ventures out on a new highway in th•' 
economic or social world, he is quickly 
deprecated by the bulk of his equals who 
seem to resent aH those glorified ideals 
which any democratic body should preach 
and every free body should stand for. It 
was sucli comment which confront~d T·he 
Xaverian Ne.ws last year. It is such com-
ment •that is expected with re-enforced 
vigO'r through the preseni volume which 
opens today. 
Ai.though mechanically the ;paper has 
a reduced format in keeping with the lat-
est trends in coilege journalism, yet the 
addition of four pages •has been warrant-
ed by an_ expanding university, thus to 
afford more space for chronicling the 
news and promoting our editorial pro-
gram. For the enlightenment of our 
readers, we would Nke to clarify that 
prog·ram at the 'Outset of our work so that 
the success or failure of our efforts can 
be measured. 
We puDport to depict in a zestful col-
legiate way the events of the campus and 
to digest ·through editorials, columns, and 
features the various facts and factors af-
fecting the students and the university. 
The present staff, •however, has been re-
vitalized by the conference of the Jesuit 
College Newspaper Association. The ;pro-
gram framed by that g·roup at its inspir-
ing summer forum will be manifest from 
time to time in 1hese columns in a man-
ner which includes the economic and pO'-
litical views of student writers. These 
two hopes constitute our purpose during 
he coming year, We have not ·broken 
with the aims of the .past. We have en-
arged them. 
We had ·the ;pleasure of witnessing the 
JCNA from the very first stage of its ex-
istence until its •present highly-developed 
arm. DifficuH:ies aTose during those shO'rt 
pre-convention days of frantic activity. 
Doubt prevailed as to whether any ;posi-
tive action could be launched if any when 
the Jesuit college editors •got together. 
But outsiders who attended the con-
ventiO'n were astonished -at the ease with 
which every difficulty was surmounted. 
There was no pomp, no quarrel, no ques•t 
for entertainment; onlcy sincerity. From 
the outset, it was evidenced that the edit-
ors, met for the fi.rst time, were fated to 
achieve their ends. Every fea•ture of a 
planned amusement program was ·can-
ceHed to devote adequate time to the 
enormous task of forming a ¥is1ble, en-
during, forceful coalition. The delegates 
were stimulated as they left the city, and 
their zeal has been echoed in the Xavier 
headquar.ters where renewed pledges 
have been had from aH parts of the coun-
ry. 
The new consolidated body is far more 
ignificant than a mere fraternity of col-· 
lege editors. It is a step to cement to-
gether ·the 77,000 Jesuit collegians in the 
United States wlw already have a defi-
nite cleavage of ideals and traditions 
which readily lends itself to a far-stretch-
'ng federated front. 
'.Dhe coherent program needs no com-
ment ·as a wholesome synthesis of much 
that Christian-Lty stands for in modern 
In sharp 'contras-t to Communism 
which preaches the gospel of the slacker 
-though skillfully disguising its basic 
motives as purely humanitarian---Catho-
licism, or plain humanism, advocates en-
listment to protect ·the inalienable rights 
of man against oppression. But the fact 
that military training is an anHdote for 
this Sovietizing, an acted assertion that 
if war should be incited, the ranks will 
not be devoid and deserted, is in reaJi.ty 
only a minor benefit of the ROTC. 
In a school where the rigors of mental 
exercise ·have perhaps •been overempha-
sized at the expense of neglecting the 
physical, military training has a definite 
place. It provides a compulsory program 
of .bodily exe•rcise far superior tO' ath-
letics, far more practical than athletics, 
since its concrete aims are to correct pos-
ture, develop stamina, and in all, make 
for a neat, well-rounded citizen. One of 
the chief points o.f profit in the ROTC is 
the discipline which can only result in the 
up-building of character, obedien·t and 
restrained. Through mi1itary training, 
college men ·who are destined, as employ-
ers, to have command over men can learn 
to appreciate the position of those to 
come under tiheir control and thus to ap-
proach their problems with humanity 
and understanding. 
'I'he university graduate is also ex-
pected to become a leader of society and 
to equip himself for this commission, he 
needs not only his ,academic training, but 
such practical work as the ROTC pur-
POl'ls to give. It has been freely said 
that secular education turns out bewil-
dered, half-baked leaders for the world 
while 1ihe Catholic schools engender the 
firmly formed, ithe self-sustaining. The 
addition of the ROTC to Xavier's curric-
ula, then, should doubly prepare its grad-
uates to join the long file of its distin-
guished alumnal leaders throughout the 
United States. 
As Xavier begins its one hundred and 
fifth year of consecutive academic exist-
ence, it passes another milestone of· its 
remarkable progress of 1·ecent years. The 
universHy shO'uld be aided ·su·bstantially 
througJ-, the ROTC both by increased en-
roHment and by the solidifying of school 
spirit which in the past has suffered 
greatly because the students had no vis-
ibly common interest. 
Hats off to those up-and-coming f1·esh-
men bi·ain-t1'1isters: their conduct at the 
Pep rally fits right in with the movement 
to take away the rule that respectable 
citizens can't enter kindergarten after 
they're 18. 
ro 2'he Sodality-
DEAR SODALISTS: Golden-voiced or-ators time and again have sounded 
the warning that the woDld acutely needs 
the staunch type of leader for whom an 
education is something more than the 
mechanical absorption of distorted facts. 
You have been told, both in the class-
room and out of it, that your four years 
at ~avier are calculated to he}p you 
spread ~he truths the world .rejects and 
use the opportunity of life for ends .that 
are much more weighty than material 
wealth. YD'ur studies, your observ·ations 
about the campus have iaugh you to ap-
preciate the gift of a Catholic education 
and the rich heritage of scholastic philos-
ophy. Your work in the classroom has 
been supplemented by .your membership 
in the SodaUty which proviides many 
stages for you tO' show the fruits your 
CathoHc ·training has borne. 
At the outset ye •goode olde editor fix-
ed upon me the icy glance, the frigid 
stare, the chiHy look, informing that no 
frivoJi.ty would be tolerated, no dil't, no 
scandal-and is that baby ever frigid. 
"Not. even a small dab of grime here 
and there?" it was pleaded with tears 
standing in the old eyes. "Not a dab bi.t,'' 
says he of the refrigerator complex. Very 
coyly this department submrtted, and let 
i·t be known that when it comes to being 
coy, this dept. has it all over anyone, in-
cluding the real Mac. 
So here we start on a year during 
which broad topics shall be treated in a 
broad minded way. Well, it takes all kind 
to make a world, as I sometimes say, and 
very original of me too. Note: Anyone 
interested in making a world be sure to 
get all kinds because (see above) you'H 
ned 'em ·to make one. Speaking of broad 
topics, at the Transy game there was one 
of the smoothest - but nay, away with 
such drivel; we're apt to slip into the 
scandal coiumn category. And wouldn't 
that be a pretty pot of herring. For 
shame! 
As a number of the lads will discover, 
a condition exam is that for ~hich you 
pay two bucks for not knowing your stuff 
about, and still don'•t, but is worth it. The 
sophomO're sectfon of the boys who cover 
themselves with gore and glory for 
Xavier did very well last Saturday; this 
of course is merely the opinion of one 
who knows for certa-in only that the fel-
lows in the white caps are not supposed 
to ·belO'ng to ei•ther side. The ·papers said 
that the pep rally would be helped along 
by a number of U. of K. coeds, which 
made no difference at all exce.pt that a 
large group of boys attended who here-
tofore thought that a pep rally was a 
breakfast food. And that concludes the 
first of the new series of bwad-topics-
treated-)Jroadly columns. 
X-CHANGE 
BY ROBERT H. FOX 
THE MARQUETTE TR!oBUNE devotes two ;pages to alumni weddJngs and 
hetrotha·ls occurring durin.g the summer. 
... The site of the death of Father Mar-
quette near Ludington, Mich. is given to 
Marquette University. A bishop of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church- participates 
Jn the presenta~oP. ceremony. . . . The 
newly formed Jesuit College Newspaper 
Association plans to syndicate ca·rtoons, 
pictures and a .~otogravure section and 
this season to conduct a poll for an · a·H-
American football team of Jesuit coblege 
stars ... , N Y A students are .being em-
ployed in special research activities and 
clerical, library and laboratory positions. 
. , . One coUege singing group is consid-
ering opera for its season program. 
'I1he University News starts off with 
its customary high-caliber editorfa.ls and 
features. The Springhillian seems 
headed for a banner year .... Considering 
the advertising difficulties of the Jesuit 
cO'llege newspapers, each of them de-
serves first rank in the world of coHegi-
ate journalism. With the prosperity of 
the J.C.N.A., .there should 0be an even 
more notable improvement. 
One O'f the chief ·benefiots to •be found 
in joinin·g coHegiate organizations is that 
it furnishes the opportunity ito make a 
profitable use of leisure time and to pro-
vide an outlet for interests not adequate-
.Jy ca•red for iby class assignme!Jl!s. It 
might well be said that an extra-·curricu-
lar activity serves a double purpose, since 
it is a source of pleasure to the student, 
while a·t the same time furthering his ed-
ucation· wi•thout the so-caUed drudgery of 
the clas:.room. Campus societies al'e not 
mere tools for ·personal emolument. They 
impart a definite finesse to any. course of 
study by enabling their members to put 
into practice the •theory instilled by ihe 
daily lectures of the .professors. 
Another lure for identifying oneself 
wioth one or more organizations is that a 
reasonable amount of work in manage-
ment, executive departments, or even in 
membership qualifies one for leadership 
among his less-favO'l'ed fellows, collegiate 
or otherwise. DiscusSions from .the floor 
on any topic that may constitute the ob· 
ject for an organization familiarizes the 
student with an ability to express him-
self, the art of clear thinking, and .the 
confidence to speak his opiniO'ns in a pub-
lic assembly. 
Another benefi·t that might be cited in 
this discus.sion is that activities cultivate 
hobbies for la•ter Hfe. They furthe.r aid 
the spirit of a university because the 
competition they may choose to sponsor 
brings about friendly ·rivalry and their 
aims and purposes by uniting the stu-
dents for common ends makes for a dem-
ocratic atmosphere in which to study. 
THE BENEFITS OF THE Sodality are obvious. The Philopedian Society, 
beginning its ninety-seventh yea·r, has 
tradi·tions second to none in the middle 
west as a medium of forensic develop-
ment. The Mermaid Tavern is a unique 
literary sO'ciety devoted to mutual critic-
ism and the fostering of original literary 
effort. The Dante Club, a lecture organ-
ization, is also unique in .the splendid op-
portunities it affords for the perfecting 
of speech and the fuDthering of a know-
ledge of Catholic Art. The Glee Club en-
joys an enviable reputation in greater 
Cincinnati where it sponsO'rs many con-
certs each season. The Xavier Forum 
which has undergone a thorou111h reno-
vation beckons all ·those who desire a 
wholesome knowledge of. current history. 
Many other organizations O'n the Xavier 
campus are outstanding in every respect 
and should be accorded the thorough con-
sideration of every Xavier -student. 
Operated on such a basis that every 
student has ample opportunity to join and 
rise to leadership, ithe organizations on 
this campus are far superior to those in 
many other universities. To any under-
graduate desirous of polishing and ·bet-
tering himself as a man, we offer this ad-
vice: JOIN ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES 
WHEN THEY RE-ORGANIZE FOR THE 
COMING SCHOLASTIC YEAR 
ONE OF THE Ways in which the ROTC .unit w.Hl benefit the University is in 
providing a military band. The import-
ance of a band to a univ~rsity can ibe de-
tectea between 1he halves of the football 
· games when the musicians strut their 
THE WAY WE JUDGE the merits of a stuff up and down the field. During the college publication is by its editorial first two games, the Xavier band did not 
page. Whene'(er an exchange-paper put ~n Lts appearani!e, hut :reliable sources 
comes into the office, we somehow turn indicate that the( unit· will begin opera-
invariably to the e d it 0 ·Ti a 1 s which tions in the nea·r future. 
manifest ihe logic, the tact, the person- We are co~dentt1hat the miHtary band 
ality of the editor. As a whole, college. wi11 be a good band. We tr~t that the 
publications have .putrid comments, but officiails of ithe department will •be &!>le 
in the past year, tl:ie majority of univer- · to drill the boys sufficiently during .the 
sity newspapers h;we experienced a, deft- com,ing week so that a rousin~ debut can. 
nite upward swJng in all departments. be made at the ·game next Friday nlsht. 
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R. 0. T. C. -Unit Is Inaugurated 
Shown above is some of the $80,000 equipment in the Reserve Officers Training Corps 
unit now in operation at Xavier University. The unit was inaugurated with special cere-
monies in the Stadium on the opening day of the school year. · 
Major A. M. Harper is the commanding officer of the unit. He is a graduate of the U. 
S. Military Academy, West Point, which he attended from 1913 till 1917. The year of his 
graduation, he served in the cav- [ 
airy at Ft. Bliss, Tex., and then G ··t study at the Pontificial Biblical 
transferred to the Field Artillery roup . argest Institute, Rome, and then spent 
division at Bliss where he served · a year in Spain. 
from 1917 to 1922. T M l •. } l From 1922 to 1925, Major Har- 0 a rlCU 3 C THREE ASSIGNMENTS 
per was in foreign service in A U • • Returning to America, Father 
Panama, and then was det~iled t 111 v ers1ty Mccourt taught French ' and 
to Iowa State School of Agr1cul- · Spanish at St. Louis, Regis, and 
ture antl Mechanical Arts, Aimes, St. John's, Toledo. With the clos-
Ia., where he served on the ing of the latter school, Father 
ROTC commanding staff until (Continued from Page l) Mccourt came to Xavier. 
1928. rector of Student Problems. He has been in almost every 
TWO CAPTAINS Father Calhoun comes to Xa- Jesuit house in Europe in con-
Major Harper went to Ft. 
Houston, Tex., until 1934, when 
he entered the Command and 
General Staff School, Ft. Leaven-
worth, Kan., where he remained 
until he was detailed to Xavier. 
vier from Detroit University. He nection with his Biblical study. 
holds the degrees doctor of phi- From 1917, he has taught every 
losophy in biology and doctor of year at the St. Louis University 
philosophy in Chemistry. summer school. 
Captain Frank Camm, second 
in command, received his law 
degree from the University of 
Virginia in 1917 and immediately 
after graduation enlisted in the 
field artillery arm of the U. S. 
Army. He was on the front dur-
ing the World War. 
After his return to :America, 
Captain Camm served at Ft. 
Sheridan, Ill., Ft. Bragg, N. C., 
Ft. Sill, Okla., and at Schofield 
Barracks, Hawaii, before being 
ordered to Xavier. 
Captain Wrockloff is a gradu-
ate of West Point. He served at 
Ft. ·Houston, Tex., Ft. Sill, Okla., 
and at Schofield Barracks. 
Eight enlisted men complete 
the staff at Xavier. 
STAFF MEETING 
Rev. William F. Ryan, S. J., 
will teach history at Xavier and 
serve in the capacity as assistant 
dean. A native of Chicago, Fath-
er Ryan received the degree 
bachelor of arts in 1923 and his 
master of arts degree in 1927. He 
taught English, French, and Lat-
in at Loyola Academy, Chicago, 
and later did graduate work in 
St. Louis. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Father Mccourt entered the 
Society of Jesus in 1897, and from 
1901 to 1904 studiad at St. Louis 
University where he was award-
ed the degree master of ar-ts. 
After teaching chemistry and 
mathematics at St. Mary's Col-
lege, Kansas, he moved to Mar-
quette where he taught chemis-
try and calculus in the engineer-
ing school. He was at Marquette 
when engineering was introduced. 
From 1-909 to 1913, Father Mc-
court studied theology and the 
There will be a meeting of biblical languages, Greek, Arabic, 
the staff of The Xaverian Hebrew, and Syriac. In 1913 and 
News tomorrow at 12:30. Old 1914, he studied scripture and 
and new members are expect- biblical ·archaeology at Beirut in 
. ed to report in The News of- Syria at the University of St. 
ftce, Room 56, Biology Build- Joseph. 
ing. The following two years, Fath-
--------------'· er McCourt continued his Biblical 
Dr. John F. Deupree is a na-
tive of Indiana. He holds the 
degrees bachelor of arts, master 
of. arts, and doctor of philosophy 
in chemistry from the University 
of Indiana. 
He succee'.!s Joseph F. Kowal-
eski as associate professor of 
chemistry at Xavier. 
LAWYER 
Thomas J. McDonough, editor 
of the 1936 Musketeer, is study-
ing law at Western Reserve Uni-
versity, Cleveland. 
rlllUlll ... Htll ... 1-11_..,._t_ .......... n I New, Stylish 
1 Rain Coats i and 
· Umbrellas 
BURKLEE. HALL 
certainly is sending 'em back to 
COLLEGE I 
With 
Two 
Burkhardt'!! are bu11y with the college 
crowll the11e days. They're a keen lot and 
we like to cater to them. They know \vlmt's 
what· iu the cut and tailoring of 11 suit 
(they're suddenly unanimous fol' 0111' 
overplaids in Bul'klee Hall's double-ln•cast• 
ed lounge model); and they'l'e well up on 
values, too. See the new Bnrklee Hall'!! 
autumn 11hades of Russet Brown, Capri 
·Blue and Pewter Grey. 
Burldee H1ill 1le8ig11e1•s luive 
lined rip the 1•igh.t 1u1.ive1•sitf1 
•~lathes! 
POURTM VIN II: 
PAGE SIX 
One Year Ago This Week: 
Xavier dropped a heart-break-
er to Kentucky on a rainy 
night as the Wildcats took ad-
vantage of their light oppon-
ents and capitalized on the 
breaks to score on two inter-
cepted passes and a returned 
punt. Though defeated, Xavier 
played heads-up ball with Lee 
Sack, diminutive quarterback 
in the starring role. 
Some of the Adrian College 
Bulldogs who will be unleashed 
in Xavier Stadium tomorrow 
night against the Xavier Univer-
sity Musketeers. From left to 
right, Norman Mountain, center; 
Carl VanVulkenberg, tackle; Ray 
Woerner, halfback; Bob Wood, 
end; and Harold Munger, half-
back. 
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Three Years Ago This Week: 
After a slow start, the Muske-
teers found their bearings and 
plastered a 33-0 shutout on 
Kenyon Coijege. Kenny Jor-
dan, triple-threat ace, was the 
highspot of the backfield, and 
Cole Willging and Capt. John 
Wiethe continued with their 
flashy· line work. Substitutes· 
paraded on and off the· field 
throughout the game. 
Bulldogs To Meet Crowe's Musketeers 
Little Outfit 
May Prove To 
Be Tough Foe 
Sack. B kl A. dd•t• !teams to throw against the Var-UC ew, i ions sity in the practice ·sessions. 
• ·- I With the addition of the new / To Xavier Board of Strategy coac~es, the .strat.egy board of Xavier athletics 1s as follows: 
Sack is to act in the capacity For Iller Quarterback of backfield coach where his ex-
Aicls Crowe,· Bucklew perience as quarter>back for three 
great Musketeer elevens is ex-
The middle west invades Xavier Coaches Freshman. . pected to aid him in teaching of-
Stadium tomorrow night when fensive tactics to the present 
Adrian College of Adrian, Mich- --- Muskie back.s. 
igan stalks into the Musketeer . Bucklew, in addition to hand-
stronghold l·n an attempt to upset A change in the coaching ranks h . h U · 't • Athl t' d ling the large fres man contin-the J'inxed Muskies. of t e niversi y s . e 1c e- h partment this season finds two gent, wil coach the punters. P il 
Clem Crowe, head coach; Leo 
Sack, assistant coach; Phil Buck-
lew, freshman coach; Tony Co-
mella, trainer; and Dr. Wesley 
Furste, team physician. . 
Volley Ball Is 
AddedToMenu 
Council decided to abandon 
touch-football and basketball due 
to lack of proper facilities. Both 
sports in former years were play-
ed under unfavorable conditions 
either hampering or being ham-
pered by the practice of the var-
sity teams. 
SOCIOLOGIST 
Nelson J. Post, business man-
ager of the 1936 Musketeer is do-
ing graduate work in sociology 
at the Catholic University, Wash-
ington. Although the Big Blue are not former Xavier football stars add- took care of 'the kicking assign-
expected to encounter much op- ed to the roster of gridiron men- ment for Xavier last year and is 
position from the Wanderers tors now assisting Clem CroW'e considered quite capable to as- Xavier's idntra-mural . P11r.ogrtahm •
1 
... _,,_,,_,,_,,_* ... -*"-*"_"_"_"_ 
there is the possibility that the in shaping up the Musketeer sume the ·position. will get un er w,ay wl1lt m lel 
visitors may dump the apple cart squad. · next week when vo ey ba 
Not only will they outweigh the LARGE FROSH SQUAD makes-it debut for the first time 
Crowemen, but the usual let down Leo Sack, ace quarterback of "Buck" falls into the job left in University athletic history. 
which dogs a team after a big the Blue and White for the last open by the departure of George The teams will probably be in- I 
game such as the Kentucky frac- three years, assumes the assistant Sterman, and inherits the largest tra,battery as well as infra-class 
as, should militate in their favor coaching position vacated by Jim- freshman squad in the history of in order to incorporate the R. 0. 
Leon 
BELASCO · , my Coleman, while Phil Buck- the school. Close to forty first- T. C. units into the schedule and I 
Coached by Ralph Ballenger, Jew, stellar linesman, also grad- year_ boys reported to Bucklew ti:! arouse friendly rivalry among 
Adrian has always been in the uated last year, will handle the on the opening days of practice, ,the cadets. AND' HIS ORCHESTRA 
van of Michigan's smaller colleges Frosh squad. giving him more than three full Beside adopting volley ball, the 
about their triple-threat fullback ----------------------------------------- · 
* 
This year their offense revolves I 
George Gray \yho operates from - 1
1
1 Ha's head cheer leader , , • and ::ti~;:::~~: a:~:~:::g for- Xavier First To Try Ticket System , :::9.:~ ~:..:!a:~.::.0c!:inr;~~ 
the beautUul Pavlllon Caprice 
In the Musketeer camp, this '-----------------------------------------' October 8th. N19hny· thereafter. 
week's drills have been devoted A modern ticket distribution ticket outlets and their messeng- unique for football. It has been Better make a date NOWI 
to harnessing the Blue's passing system, which greatly increases ers iwm make ticket deliveries worked successfully this season I 
game which ran astray against the availability of tickets to the on request. The customer may in connection with major league i iii 
the Wildcats .. ~ It is, perhaps, due bl' t , t ~ b 't ta ... d b h' f· No cowr c arge, minimum check 
more to this failure of the aerial pu 1c, was pu m o · euect y e1 her go to a Pos l ouace an aseball in: C 1cago, $I ($2 on Saturdaya. holiday Xavier University officials for the purchase his reserved seat, or The eighteen stations of the 
attack to augment the ground 1936 football season. call the company for messenger Postal Telegraph Company at evea and opening nl9ht.) Dcmc· 
game than to any other cause that The new system will ofter a service. - - which this service will be avail- Ing nightly and Saturday at 
the Muskies can attribute their number of unprecedented advan- He will receive the best avail- able are the following: Hotel luncheon In th• Reataurant Con· 
defeat. Time and again receivers tages, accordin'g to Rev. C. J, able ticket through the use of a Gibson Lobby; Netherland ,Plaza lln•ntale. Better make your H•· 
ervallon1 now. 
* 
were in the clear, but the passer Steiner, S. J., ticket chairman, direct line telephone system to a Loby; American Building Lobby; 
either failed to see them or the who outlined the system. The master ticket office on the Xavier First National Bank Building 
heave intended for them. fell number of ticket outlets in the University campus. Loby; Kroger Build.Ing Lobby; 
short and was intercepted or bat- city will be increased to eighteen; At the master office all reserv- Union Central Building; Carew 
ted down. lhe customer may have tickets ed seat tickets are to be racked Tower; Chamber of Commerce p "ll 
Jim Mahoney, junior quarter- delivered by special messenger before a skilled telephone oper- Building; 27 West Front Street: ' llVf, Oil, 
back, has displayed the most ac- to home or office; and the seat ator. The -clerk in the Pos~l Third and Pike Streets; Harrison C • 
curate throwing in this week's sold will always be the best avail- Telegraph office will telephone and Spring Grove Avenues; Sec- aprice 
session and_ will undoubtedly see able seat at the moment of pur- t~ customer's request an:d the ond and Plum Streets; 232 East NETHERLAND PLAZA 
action tomorrow night. Against chase. tickets will be rem1>ved from the Ninth Street; Union Stockyards 
the yearlings the Chicago master These advantages are incorpor- rack and _the exact section, row Office; 1635 Central Parkway; I w. o. Seelbach. Mcmager 
mind was whipping them well ated In the plan which was work- and seat, relayed back to the 612 Elm Street; Main Postal Of- 'l eoo Room• ••• minimum· rate 13 _ 
over fifty yards. ed out jointly by the xavier of- clerk. The latter marks this ex· flee, 528 .Waln,ut Street; .. and in National Hotel Manag•ment Com· 
Tomorrow night will be Ladies flclals and Mr.· J. c:strupe, city act Information on blank ticket Norwood, at 2089 Sherman Ave- pany, Inc., Ralph Hits, Pr•~ldei!L 
Night and a large bevy of the superintendent of the Postal Tel- stubs which then entitle the .pur- nue. · 
fair sex is expected to turn out egraphy Company. . chaser to this reserved seat i.n In addition, the Xavier tickets * * * : · ' -;" .. : 
to see the Muskie gallants in ac- The eighteen Postal 'felesraph the stadium. wlll again be available at the .. : 
tion. offices in the city are to be the · The· system is believed to be eainpus ticket office. ,_,,_,,_,,_, __ ,_, __ 
Wildcats 
Johnson .. Davis 
Lead""l{cutucky 
To Victory In 
Tough Tussle 
The Johnson and Davis gang-
better known as the Kentucky 
Wildcats-proved to some 10,000 
fans at Corcoran Field, last Fri-
day night, that it is one .of the 
South's best this season by down-
ing Xavier's fighting band in a 
hard tussle, 21-0. 
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Down Musketeers 
PAGE SEVEN 
21 to 0 
Just as in 1935, when Johnson 
and Davis, the two backfield Go-
liaths for the Kentuckians, vir-
tually decided the game for Chet 
Wynne's eleven, so did this year's 
meeting of the two teams find 
the pair flashing brilliantly, both 
with their passing and running 
combinations. Bob "T·wenty Grand" Davi~, 
1 
yard touchdown. gallop again~t I a.gainst the Muskies and five I touchdown-total up 
At the very outset of the game Kentucky's all-American ~and1- the Musketeers m the game Fri- times the Saturday previous nation's leaders. 
it was a pass--Johnson to Davis date, is shown beginning his 82- day night. Davis tallied twice against Maryville, bring his __ _ 
among the 
-that gave Kentucky the lead x 
from which they were never a vier Games 
ousted. Again, in the second 
quarter Davis went around his• A p . o A• 
left end and without much in- re lit ll Ir 
terference raced 82 yards for the · 
touchdown. It was Johnson who o • T L } 
scored the only other touchdown Vel WO OCa 
of the game, ·when he raced ' 
through his left tackle and out- Radio Stati·ons 
ran the whole Xavier team, go-
ing thirty-four yards for the score 
lookin' fro1n the 
SPORTSIDE 
by Reel Haughey 
in Hie third period. 
SCORE NO CRITERION 
The 21-0 score does not indi-
cate the real str.;ngth of the 
Muskies, last Friday night, for 
after overcoming their apparent 
case of the "jitters", the Crowe-
men played some brilli'arlt ball in 
the last two quarters, outrushing 
the heavier Wildcat team by 
four-to-one, also piling up twelve 
first downs to but three for their 
-In line with the revivification JT SEEMS AS IF "iron lines" at Xavier are as much a part of foot-
of Xaver athletic life and the ball a~ cl.eats on the shoes. Only Bob Dreman was left over from 
quest of more widely recognized las.t yea~ s Im~, but Kentucky could open up the forward wall only 
athletic teams, Xavier, this sea- twice Friday night to any advantage. The answer, of course, is "That's 
son, has contra<:ted to have all twice too many." That's agreed, but there no more All-American 
the University football games halfback.candidates on the schedule ... Coach Crowe has something 
broadcast over the radio through this year which hasn't been seen on an Xavier team in half dozen 
W:SAI and WOPO, local stations years,-toe efficiency. The Snell brothers can quick-kick with the 
with sh~rt wave tran.sn:i.tter. best of them,. and they know how to place them. Herb is so good 
Here is. also ~ poss1b1llty that that he took time to shine the ball up a bit on the grass in the safety 
the _Detro1t-Xav1er game may be zone before sending it on its way ... Ca;ptain Stan Nevers of Ken-
~arr1ed by the Mutual Broadcast- tucky is supposed to have said that Kucia throws in a meaner block 
opponents. 
It was more or less a case of 
tightening up in the "clutch" that 
spelled defeat for the Musketeers. 
Poor judgment on the part of the 
quartezibacks in ca!Ung upon 
Xavier's weak passing offense 
just at the crucial points in the 
gam.§, time and Hme again broke 
up Muskie marches and gave the 
ball over to the big Kentucky ag-
mg System. At least there h~ve than Hutson Alabama's All-American end . F "d · It · th been rumors to that effect which . ' . . · · 11 ay mg l is e 
have seeped from sources "in the first t.une. we have s.een Pat Koprowsk~ star m a ball game without 
know." the p1gskm under his arm'. Koprowski pounced on several fumbles 
gregation. 
U. S. Air Corps 
Opportunities 
To Be Offered When the Xavier eleven !fopt 
to straight football they literally. 
rushed the Lexington contingent 
off the field. The Muskie line, A conference on opportunities 
which. has seen little service as offered by the War Department 
a comlbination, was actually bril- for enrollment as Flying Cadets 
liant in opening large gaps for in the regular army Air Corps 
the backfield men to prance will be held tomorrow at 12:30 
through. The line also displayed in Room 47 of the Biology Build-
some flashy defense at times, cs- ing, according to an announce-
pecia!ly in the center of the for- ment received this week from 
ward wall. Fred Nebel played Maj. A. M. Harper, commanding 
one of the greatest games in back- officer of the R. 0. T. C. 
ing up the line that has been "The course covers two years 
seen at Corcoran field for many of training in the Air Corps 
a season. His work: there truly Training Center at Randolph and 
was of All-American caliber, Kelly Fields, San Antonio, Texas, 
which, if continued throughout followed by one year as a cadet 
the season, should get some at- on duty with an Air Corps tac-
tention from the "All-American tical unit." the announcement 
Makers of the U. S. A." says. 
JOHNSON AND DAVIS "Thereafter, the successful ca-
All in all, the Musketeers play-. clet is commissioned in the .. Air 
ed on. an even · basis with the Corps .Reserve as a seco_nd lleu-highly-tou~ed Wildcats, except in te;iant ,and place on active duty 
keeping Bob Davis and "Man 0 • with that rank ~nd ~ay for one 
War" Johnson bottled up, which, or two ?ears with tne Regular 
alone was the undoing of the Army An· Corps. 
home:towners. "Applicants must be .betwi;en 
Of •course, these two were aid- the ages of 20 and 26, mclusive 
ed and abetted by their strong and must have completed two 
offensive line on the three touch- years of college. 
clown jaunts, but this Kentucky "Cadets are paid $75.00 . per 
fol'ward wall looked a trifle weak month and ar~ clothed, quarter-
on the defensive portion of play, ed, and fed without cost. 
so much so, that this matter may 
spell the difference between a 
victorious and disastrous season 
for Chet Wynne's eleven. 
Xavier's running attack was 
much improved over their rather 
poor performance in the Transy 
game two weeks ago. The block-
ing was smoother and accom-
plished with greater precision. 
The backs . were running harder 
than usual, their work being all 
that could be asked, while the 
playing of the two ends, Dreman 
and Kui:ia, at the wing positions, 
was pleasing to the eyes of Coach 
Crowe. 
and played a swell defensive game. If he keeps it up Koprowski 
will make All-Ohio without even carrying the ball. But Koprowski 
will carry the ba!J,-and how! Eh, John? 
---~x'---~ 
U. C. ·FOLLOWERS were treated to a nice display of fire-works Saturday night, but only a small part of it took 
place between the halves. The West Virginians, out-classing 
their opponents in every department of the game, could have 
opened up for three more touchdowns, but had such easy goin'g 
on the g1·01md that they took to the air only a few times just for 
the novelty It supplied. One witness suggested re-sodding the 
. ground around the goal posts; those nasty Mountaineers trampled 
all over it. We expected to enjoy the big Dedication but didn't 
kn'ow it would be as much fun as 40-6. By the way, doesn't 
that agreeable odor around Clifton faintly resemble that of skin-
ned Bearcat? ..• If yo•J like being amused don't miss the news-
reel at the Palace this week. 
THOUGH ADRIAN is next on the schedule, and is followed by Western Kentucky Teachers, it's no secret that practice sessions 
in these parts are planned with the Ohio Wesleyan game in mind. 
In spite of the fact that athletic relationship between Wesleyan and 
Xavier have always been on the up-and-up, and that the two schools 
have a well known common enemy, nevertheless the' Musketeers will 
mean business in a big way when the entanglement takes place. 
The Bishops annually represent the cream of the Buckeye, and be-
sides, Xavierites are anxious to compare certain scores: 
CUSTOMERS AT the Xavier-Kentucky battle found it hard on the pocketbook, but they have no kick coming. After 
all, they saw two games. In the first, Davis, aided by Kentucky, 
met Xavier. The second was Kentucky versus Xavier. 
AlJ..Star Grid 
Team Planned 
At Assemblage 
Society of Jesus acco,rding to a 
decision reached at the conven-
tion of the Jesuit College News-
paper Association held this sum-
mer in Cincinnati. 
Sports editors on the school 
publications together with the 
coaches of the teams will pick 
the all-star line-up. The poll will 
An all-Jesuit football team will be under the supervision of James 
be selected from the twenty-four A. Kearns, Jr., editor of The Uni-
colleges and universities in the versity News, St. Louis, and vice-
United States operated by the president of the JGNA. 
XA YIER ORGANIZES 
KNOTHOLERS UNIT 
Kiddies to be Admitted 
To Muskie Games. 
BY BOB CU!\IMINS 
Knock, Knock. Who's there? 
Knott. Knott who? 
· No, not KnoU who, Knothole. 
It's the new Xavier Knothole 
Club, or, if you will, the Junior 
Xavier Club. They come to the 
game en masse to holler the 
Muskies to victory, their only 
qualification for admission being 
a strong, lusty voice, a loyalty to 
the Musketeers, and a ticket ob-
tained very easily by applying to 
the C. Y. 0. headquarters at the 
Fenwick. 
The Junior Xavier Club is a 
booster organization conceived by 
Rev. Celestine J. Steiner, s. J., 
campus director at Xavier, to add 
color to the games, to foster in-
terest in Xavier athletics, and to 
cooperate with the C. Y. O. and 
Public Recreation Commission of 
Cincinnati in forwarding the in-
terests of the youth of the city. 
It is a takeoff on the Reds Knot-
hole Club and membership is open 
to all youngsters under twelve 
yea rs of age. 
Dante Club Organizes; 
To Convene Next Week 
Rev. John V. Usher, S . ., mod-
erator, and Leonard Gartner 
president, announced yesterda; 
that the Dante Club, student lec-
ture orga1iization, would hold its 
first yearly meeting early next 
week. · 
Edward Kennedy, business 
manager, is at present sending 
out correspondence with out-of-
town sc!1ools. The club hopes to 
extend its total of tours this sea-
son to four, including Chicago 
the Detroit region, Kentucky: 
and either Indiana or Northern 
Ohio, or oath, if possible. 
After a reasonably prosperous 
season last year in a social edu-
cational, and financial wa~, the 
Dante Club looks forward to a 
still better one this year. The 
newly-added lecture, "Idylls of 
the King," has already proven its 
worth. No less than half of last 
years presentations consisted of 
this lecture. 
Any Liberal Arts student in-
terested in trying out for the 
Dante Club should report to 
Father Usher or Leonard Gart-
ner. Several positions have yet 
to be filled. 
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New Youth Unit 
Is ,Under Way 
In Cincinnati 
Secretary Hull And His 
Department Are Exon· 
erated After Criticism 
Of Papers. 
BY RAY J. KEMBLE, JR. 
IT IS VERY interesting and very enjoyable to listen to the apol-
ogies and retractions of the sup-
porters of sailor Simpson. A few 
weeks ago, even a few days ago, 
columnists and critics were wag-
ing a bitter war against Secre-
tary of Stale Hull and his de-
partment for his apparent lack of 
solicitude regarding a citizen of 
the United States, held in unjust 
captivity. We were told how this 
poor young man had been taken 
from an American vessel in Ber-
lin by the Nazi secret police and 
sent to a Nazi concentration 
camp. The charges against him 
were not released by the Gestapo, 
and naturally American writers 
were for the American citizen. 
It was considered, and even stat-
ed that the state department had 
been !ax in its efforts. in his be-
half. 
At length Simpson came to 
trial. Contrary to what we had 
been told, not only the American 
consul but also foreign journal-
ists were admitted to the trial. At 
the trial the colors of Simpson 
changed like those of a chame-
leon before the eyes of the aston-
ished correspondents. From lily 
,~hite he changed to crimson red. 
He admitted his activities. He 
admitted that he was guilty of 
Communist propaganda against 
the National Socialist government 
of Hitler. He admitted that he 
was guilty of espionage. The 
latter charge was not pressed by 
the Germans. The American was 
tried and convicted merely on 
the propaganda charges. And of 
the fifteen months he had served, 
fourteen were credited against 
his sentence. 
.JOURNALS CHANGE 
Then American journalists and 
editors changed their opinions. 
They no longer held Simpson be-
fore us as an example of the ex-
traordinary shiftlessness and in-
activity of the State department. 
Hull was exonerated, Simpson 
was condemned by the supreme 
court of columnists and editors. 
All have now agreed that if an 
American citizen uses his Ameri-
can passport to engage in treas-
onable activities against another 
government on the behalf of a 
third government, the American 
government is not responsible. 
Too, the decision seems fair. 
That a Communist should attempt 
to obtain immunity by clinging 
lo the skirts of the State depart-
ment while he kicks the govern-
ment of Hitler in the face, is un-
reasonable. 
But why did our moulders of 
opinion not a !tempt to seek the 
facts before declaiming against 
Hull? Though perhaps Hull is 
responsible for the opprobrium 
cast upon him since he did not 
come out with the facts, but 
merely said he was doing every-
thing possible. 
The secret police and the en-
tire government of Germany re-
ceived their share of abuse too, 
merely because they refused to 
reveal the evidence in their 
hands. It seems that Germany, 
Hull, Simpson and American 
critics were all wrong each in his 
own way. But perhaps the great-
est sin of all is that of rash judg-
ment committed by the Ameri-
can journalists. 
versity; Rev. Allan P. Farrell, S. 
J., prefect of studies for the col-
leges and universities in the Chi-
cago province of the Society of 
Jesus; Patrick J. Mullane, Rock-
hurst College; James A. Kearns, 
Jr., St. Louis University; Itev .. C. 
J. Steiner, S. J., moderator of 
publications at Xavier. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the feast of the Most Holy Ros-
ary, October 7. · · 
ANTIDOTE FOR RADICALISM 
Members of the Marian Brigade 
pledge themselves to the above 
spiritual suffrages as an antidote 
to the ever increasing danger of 
radicalism in this country. They 
also seek to make reparation for 
the many outrages and blas-
phemies committed against God 
and His Church by the atheistic 
leaders and followers of Com-
munism, to pray for persecuted 
Catholics who have been depriv-
ed of freedom of worship in oth-
er countries, to seek preservation 
of peace and a just, secure and 
Christian government among the 
nations of the world, and to 
counteract wherever possible the 
influence of modern materialistic 
education and to oppose immor-
ality among youth. 
RED A,CTIVITY MINIMIZED 
"Too often we are inclined to 
minimize the activities of Com-
munists in our own coun,try," 
said Father Hyacinth in a recent 
interview. "We are told that the 
United States need never fear 
the meance of Soviet Russia. But 
who, ten years ago, would have 
admitted the conditions that since 
have come to pass in Mexico, in 
Spain, and in several South 
American countries? What has 
happened in these. countries with-
in the past decade may easily 
occur in the United States within 
the next ten years, unless we take 
precautionary measures against 
the Red enemy already at the 
gates. 
GROWTH OF COMMUNISM 
"In the past two years, mem-
bership of the Communist Party 
in •the United States increased 
from 25,000 to 40,000; that of the 
Young Communist League grew 
from 5,000 to 11,000. Since 1934 
the Communist Party has .in-
creased its membership sixty-six 
per cent. And we must remem-
ber, there are hundreds of thou-
sands of others in this country, 
who, though not directly affiliat-
ed with the Communist Party, 
are ready sympathizers. 
"Members of the Marian Bri-
gade-tlie men and women of to-
morrow-hope to check the ad-
vance of Bolshevism and radic-
alism, not by bullets or open 
wal'fare, but through the weap-
ons of prayer." ·. 
A membership drive in both 
Sodalities will be .conducted by 
------------------------------------------- the Marion Brigade, it was indi-
lncreasing Popularity of Straw ;:~:.d ;te:: :::s d7:::~t to under-
Pictured above are several o'f 
the dellegates and 'some of the 
speakers who attended the first 
annual convention of the Jesuit 
College Newspaper Association. 
In the top picture are the speak-
ers from left to right, F. E. Bus-
by, Spring Hill; Rev. Cecil Cham-
berlain, S., J., professor of his-
tory at John Carroll University; 
Vincent E. Smith, Xavier Uni-
In the lower picture are from 
left to right, first row, Leo C. 
Voet, Xavier; Leo J. Reid, Jr., St. 
Louis, James F. Quinn, Jr., Loy-
ola, Chicago; Robert A. Pascal, 
Loyola, New Orleans.· Second 
row, John E. Fogarty, Xavier; 
James E. Supple, Loyola, Chi-
cago; David J. Wills, St. Joseph's, 
Philadelphia; Harry L. Corley, 
Jr., St. Louis; and Bernard J. 
Ghio, Loyola, New Orleans. 
< stand this po,ssibility in a clOSfl 
V. t D '.. 1 t · Offi •. 'I B 11 t contest under our electoral sys-. 0 e eva ua es c1a . a 0 s tern. An astute political leader sensing a close national election 
could center his attack on a few 
Every Sheet In Country 
Catches Fad 
BY EDWARD J. KENNEDY 
policy or leaning of the editor, 
and the followers of the several 
leading presidential candidates 
are able with the assistance of 
these polls to conclude that their 
particular candidate is in. 
"As goes Maine, so goes the na-
The first Tuesday after the first tion" is the shibboleth, and we 
Monday in November, is, like the find both political parties con-
ldes of Mareh, a fateful day not eluding from the recent returns 
only to the individual candidates that its candidate will win, digest-
involved but no less to the mil- ing and analyzing the results of 
lions of voters who take their the election to suit 'their own 
politics seriously. fancy. 
One of the inventions of recent Various methods have been 
years is a fad that has grown to adopted to obtain the polls and 
stupendous proportions, the poll- the amount of money that is be-
ing by magazines and newspapers ing spent or wasted in this grow-
of the various states and sections ing hysteria runs into extrava-
of the country in an attempt to garitly large figures.-We find one 
prognosticate the election-day re- group using the post card system, 
suit. One needs to go back only sending millions of post cards 
a few years to find the beginning throughout the United States, in-
of this method, but it has grown valving a great cost alone in the 
by leaps and· bounds until today posting and re.turning of the card, 
one can hardly pick up a national but with no cost to the .voter. 
magazine or newspaper that is Another group sends men afield 
not conducting some sort of a taking polls of people in every 
voter's poll. The results are oft walk of life,-the professional 
times colored somewhat by the man, the factory worker, the de-
partment-store saleslady, etc. 
Full pages of the newspapers 
are now being given to a digest 
of the results, together with com-
parisons to the election of four 
years ago and also· to more recent 
or interim elections, indicating 
the number of voters who intend 
to change their votes from the 
party for whom they voted in the 
last presidential election to some 
othe1' candidate in ihe approach-
ing test of ballots. · 
Close observers ·and shrewd po-
litical anaylists use these figures 
for their own specific purposes. 
The Farleys and the Hamiltons, 
though ridiculing the polls where 
the results are apparently in con-
flict with their hopes, leave no 
stone unturned in efforts to learn 
the reasons where the results are 
against them. They prepare them-
selves" to reverse results not fav-
orable. It may 'be that in the 
present campaign and in ones to 
come that these ·polls will furnish 
the means whereby the political 
party may win an election al· 
though seemingly headed for-de-
of the larger states where the 
polls indicate only a small per-
centage of difference between the 
two leading parties and iby such 
an effort swing to his candidate 
enough votes so to throw the 
electoral vote to his party. J.f in 
only a few of the larger states 
such as New York, Illinois, Penn-
sylvania, and Ohio the electoral 
vote were closely divided, and by 
dint of a little extra effort could 
be swerved to the other party, it 
could easily result in the election 
of the energetic and observant 
campaigner's candidate. 
How accurate are these polls? 
No one knows. · 
How may they .be used? The 
inside men can, but do not tell. 
But common sense dictates that 
a disregard of the more accurate 
results may lead to disastrous 
results. This new method of 
gathering statistics is not destined 
to be short-lived. The near fu-
ture will show the possibilities 
which these polls hciuse and the 
great impor.tance which straw 
votes command in determining 
final election results. 
